Diffusion approximation of the stochastic process of microtubule assembly.
Microtubules are protein polymers that guide intracellular motility. Stochastic switching of a microtubule between states of elongation, shortening, and pause is described in detail by the dynamic instability (DI) model. Recently we have described the dynamics of microtubules phenomenologically as generalized diffusion of their ends. Genesis of the diffusion dynamics and accuracy of diffusion model are studied in this work. It is shown that wandering of the end of a microtubule undergoing DI asymptotically approaches the Wiener diffusion process. Accuracy of the diffusion approximation is evaluated by comparing its predictions with results of simulation of DI. Stationary distributions of microtubule length and life-time that are predicted by both models differ qualitatively between two cell types considered. However, predictions of the diffusion model are in each case practically identical to predictions of the DI model being also consistent with experimental data. The peculiar stochastic process of microtubule assembly thus converges at cell scale to a kind of widespread-in-nature diffusion process. This result is considered an example of qualitative change in dynamical properties in transition from the molecular to cellular level of biological organization. Additionally, it suggests employment of diffusion process theory in studying functions of microtubules in the cell.